Abstract. Demonstration of equivalence in aerodynamic particle size distribution (APSD) is one key component for establishing bioequivalence of orally inhaled drug products. We previously proposed a modified version of the Chi-square ratio statistic (mCSRS) for APSD equivalence testing and demonstrated that the median of the distribution of the mCSRS (MmCSRS) is a robust metric when test (T) and reference (R) cascade impactor (CI) profiles are identical. Here, we systematically evaluate the behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differ from each other in their mean deposition and variability on a single and multiple sites. All CI profiles were generated by Monte-Carlo simulations based upon modified actual CI data. Twenty thousand sets of 30 T and 30 R CI profiles were simulated for each scenario, and the behavior of the MmCSRS was correlated to metrics that characterize the difference between T and R product in mean deposition and variability. The two key findings were, first, that the MmCSRS is more sensitive to difference between T and R CI profiles on high deposition sites, and second, that a cut-off value for APSD equivalence testing based on the MmCSRS needs to be scaled on the variability of the R product. The former is considered as beneficial for equivalence testing of CI profiles as it decreases the likelihood of failing identical CI profiles by chance, in part, due to increasing analytical variability associated with lower deposition sites. The latter is expected to be important for consistently being able to discriminate equivalent from inequivalent CI profiles. KEY WORDS: aerodynamic particle size distribution; bioequivalence; cascade impactor; modified Chisquare ratio statistic; orally inhaled drug products.
INTRODUCTION
Demonstration of equivalence in aerodynamic particle size distribution (APSD) is one of several key components in the aggregate weight of scientific evidence approach that the FDA proposed for establishing bioequivalence (BE) of orally inhaled drug products (OIDPs) (1) . APSD equivalence between a test (T) and reference (R) OIDP can be assessed by comparative analysis of multi-stage cascade impactor (CI; e.g., Andersen cascade impactor or next-generation impactor) data. A modified chi-square ratio statistic (mCSRS; Eq. 1) was introduced as a potential metric for equivalence testing of APSD in the first part of this series of three articles (2) .
where p represents the number of deposition sites of the CI profile, T ij and R ik represent the normalized deposition (i.e., by the dividing the absolute deposition on the ith site by the total deposition on all sites under consideration) on the ith site of the jth CI profile (j01, …, n T ) of the T sample and on the ith site of the kth CI profile (k01, …, n R ) of the R sample, respectively. n T and n R represent the number of CI profile samples that were obtained from the T and R product, respectively, and R i represents the sample mean on the ith site of all R CI profiles. The mCSRS is a modified version of the CSRS that was proposed as a statistical method for equivalence testing of CI profiles in the June 1999 Draft Guidance for Industry: Bioavailability and Bioequivalence Studies for Nasal Aerosols and Nasal Sprays for Local Action (3). The previous study (2) evaluated the behavior of the distribution of the 900 mCSRSs of 30 T and 30 R CI profiles when the two products were identical (i.e., all 60 CI profiles originate from the same product). The key finding of this study was that the median of Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1208/s12248-013-9453-y) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. the distribution of 900 mCSRSs (MmCSRS) consistently yields one when T and R CI profiles are identical regardless of the shape and number of deposition sites of a CI profile. Hence, the MmCSRS is a potential test statistic for APSD equivalence testing and can be applied to deposition sites that may be considered more relevant to lung deposition. In contrast, it was reported that the "stability" of the test statistic for the CSRS was dependent on the shape and decreased with the number of CI deposition sites, and thus this metric could not be applied to a CI profile with a reduced number of deposition sites (4, 5) .
However, the application of the MmCSRS for the APSD equivalence testing warrants adequate understanding of the behavior of this metric when T and R CI profiles differ from each other. In this article, the behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differed were systemically evaluated in a serious of simulations that varied in complexity with respect to both differences in mean deposition (single site vs. multiple site differences) and variability (variability of the T product is identical or differs from that of the R product).
METHODS
Monte-Carlo simulations were used to generate CI profiles that were, subsequently, used for evaluating the behavior of the MmCSRS. Within these simulations, CI profiles with defined mean depositions and variability were generated from a p-dimensional random vector X with pdimensional population mean vector μ and p*p-dimensional population covariance matrix Σ, where p represents the number of deposition sites of the CI profile. The ith element (i01, …, p) of X and μ represented the observed deposition and the population mean deposition on the ith site of the CI profile, respectively. The ith diagonal element of Σ represented the population variance on the ith site of the CI profile. The off-diagonal elements of Σ represented the population covariance between two sites of the CI profile. Furthermore, it was assumed that X follows a multivariate normal distribution (6, 7) . The "R" extension package "mvtnorm" (8) was used for random sample generation from the multivariate normal distribution. In the case that a negative deposition on a site was simulated, its value was set to 0.001 μg. A discussion on the selection of this value and the assumption of normally distributed CI data is given in the first paper of the series of three publications (2) . In this paper, "observed" T and R CI profiles were based on simulated profiles defined by their respective population mean vectors and their respective population covariance matrices. Differences in mean deposition on a single or multiple site (s) between two CI profiles were achieved by altering the respective elements of μ accordingly. Variability adjustment (i.e., when two CI profiles differed in their variability) without affecting the inter-site correlation (i.e., the correlation between the deposition on different sites) was achieved by decomposition of the Σ as
where D 1/2 is a matrix whose ith diagonal element represents the population standard deviation of the ith site of the CI profile and R is the population (inter-site) correlation matrix.
Thus, the variability of the ith site was modified by changing the ith diagonal entry in D 1/2 . CI profiles were simulated in units of mass deposition and, subsequently, normalized by dividing the mass on individual sites by the total mass of all deposition sites. It should be emphasized here that differences between T and R CI profiles always apply to absolute depositions (i.e., μg scale) and that the mCSRS is always applied to normalized CI profiles throughout this articles. In the case of the single site differences, a difference in absolute deposition resulted in difference on all deposition sites after normalization (see below). In the case of multiple site differences, differences in absolute deposition were constructed such that the mass balance was maintained even prior to normalization (see below).
Evaluation of the Behavior of the MmCSRS When T and R CI Profiles Differ From Each Other On A Single-Deposition Site
For scenarios where the T and R CI profiles differed from each other in their mean deposition on a single site, the behavior of the MmCSRS was characterized for T and R CI profiles with the same variability as well as for T CI profiles that were more and less variable than the R CI profiles. μ and Σ of the R CI profiles were based upon a modified version of actual CI data, which comprised 11 deposition sites. Specifically, the R CI profile was supposed to represent a typical CI profile of OIDPs, such as nebulizers, and allowed evaluation of the effect of the location (e.g., low vs. high deposition sites) of single site changes on the MmCSRS. The mean depositions and standard deviations of all deposition sites are displayed in Fig. 1 . The inter-site correlation structure is provided as supplemental material (Table S1 ).
Single Site Mean Difference-T and R CI Profiles with Identical Variability T and R CI profiles differed from each other on a single site in their mean deposition by −90%, −80%, −70%, …, −10%, 0%, 10%, …, and 70%, 80%, or 90%. For instance, if the deposition on site 1 of the R CI profile is 5 μg and a 60% Fig. 1 . Reference CI profile that was used for the evaluation of the impact of differences between T and R CI profiles on a singledeposition site on the MmCSRS. For each of the 11 sites, the mean and standard deviation (in mg) of the deposition is displayed in the legend. Total deposition across all stages is 366.55 mg mean difference was studied, then the deposition on site 1 of the T CI profile is changed to 1.6*508 μg. Subsequently, the deposition on all sites is normalized to % of the total deposition (see above) and, as a consequence, there will be a mean difference between T and R on all deposition sites (in % scale but not in μg scale). The above differences were applied to all of the 11 deposition sites, one site at a time. T and R CI profiles had the same variability. Thus, a total number of 209 (19*11) scenarios were generated in this part of the study.
Single Site Mean Difference-T and R CI Profiles with Different Variability T and R CI profiles differed from each other on a single site in their mean deposition by 10% or 30%. 1 These differences were applied to the deposition sites 1, 7, 3, and 11 ( Fig. 1 ) that represent high (approximately 53% of total deposition (i.e., 194.51 mg of 366.55 mg), medium (11.7%), low (4.7%) and very low (0.36%) deposition sites, respectively. The effects of these differences on the MmCSRS were evaluated for R products with a high variability (variances increased by a factor of five compared to Table S1), medium variability (variances identical to Table S1), and low variability (variances decreased by a factor of five compared to Table S1 ). Furthermore, the variability of the T CI profiles was adjusted such that the T/R variability ratio was 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2, 5, or 10 on all sites. The T/R variability ratio was assumed to be the same on all deposition sites to keep the complexity of the results and their interpretation at a manageable level. However, the inter-site correlation structure (Table  S1 ) was maintained. A total number of 168 (2*4*3*7) scenarios were generated in this part of the study.
For each of these 377 scenarios (209 with identical+168 with different variability), 20,000 sets of 30 T and 30 R CI profiles were simulated and the MmCSRS was recorded for all of the 20,000 sets. The average of the 20,000 MmCSRS was then used for evaluating the effect of single site differences between T and R CI profiles on the behavior of the MmCSRS.
Since the T and R CI profiles were constructed by modification of the absolute deposition but the mCSRS is applied to normalized CI profiles (see above), the normalized squared difference reference scaled (NSDRS; Eq. 3)) was designed to correlate (i.e., regression analysis) the observed differences in MmCSRS and the differences between T and R CI profiles (after normalization) between the 209 scenarios for which T and R CI profiles had the same variability.
where p is defined above and T
Pop i
and R
represent the ith element of the normalized population mean vectors of the T and R CI profiles, respectively. The NSDRS is introduced here to provide a numerical description for the expected behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differ from each other on a single site (i.e., a difference on a single site in absolute deposition will results in a difference on all sites after normalization; see above and "Discussion").
Evaluation of the Behavior of the MmCSRS When T and R CI Profiles Differ From Each Other on Multiple Deposition Sites
Since the value of the MmCSRS, according to its computational form, is independent of the ordering of the deposition sites it was sufficient to systematically study rank-ordered CI profiles (i.e., deposition sites were ordered according to their decreasing magnitude of normalized drug deposition). The CI profiles M1-10 ( Fig. 2 , presented as rank-ordered CI profile of different shapes) were used for assessment of the impact of changes on multiple deposition sites on the behavior of the MmCSRS. All of the ten CI profiles M1-10 consisted of eight deposition sites that could, for instance, represent the sites that are comprised in the definition of the impactor-sized mass (ISM) 2 for the Andersen CI (see "Discussion"). The mean vectors of CI profiles M1-10 were constructed as follows to cover a wide range of theoretically possible CI profiles (i.e., from a uniform to extremely skewed distribution) and to facilitate the understanding of the complex analysis related to multiple-site changes. The deposition on all eight sites summed up to 100 μg for both T and R CI profiles. Furthermore, the following two restrictions were made in order to maintain the total deposition mass of 100 μg after differences on multiple deposition sites between T and R CI profiles were introduced. First, for the R CI profiles, the deposition on one site was equal to that of at least one other site. Second, the T CI profiles were constructed by letting the deposition on four sites be higher than those of the R CI profile and the deposition on the other four sites be lower than those of the R CI profile, while pairing two sites with identical depositions. Table I gives the mean vectors of two specific T and R CI profiles for better illustration of this procedure. In order to facilitate interpretation of the results, the variances of the CI profiles M1-10 were constructed such that all eight CI sites had identical coefficients of variation (CVs). The effect of different inter-site correlation structures on the behavior of the MmCSRS was studied by generating the CI profiles M1-10 with (i.e., deposition on different sites are correlated with each other) and without (i.e., deposition on different sites are independent of each other) intersite correlation.
In detail, the following procedure was applied to the CI profiles M1-10 for constructing T and R CI profiles that differed from each other on multiple sites in their mean depositions and/or variability.
First, the inter-site correlation structure was selected between two possibilities. In particular, there was either no inter-site correlation or the inter-site correlation was based upon the covariance matrix (sites 4 -11) that was used for the evaluation of the effect of single site changes on the MmCSRS (Table S1 ).
observed CVs for CI profiles. It should be noted that the assumption of identical CVs on all deposition sites is not expected for real CI profiles but was mainly used here for systematic evaluation and understanding of the MmCSRS behavior (see "Discussion"). Third, the difference between the T and R CI profiles in their mean depositions was set to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, or 30% on all eight sites (see above and Table I) . These values were chosen to cover a certain range of differences between CI profiles that could possibly be considered as equivalent. Fourth, the standard deviations on the depositions sites of the T CI profile were adjusted such that their CVs were half as large, the same as, or double as large as those of the R CI profile.
Hence, a total number of 3,240 (10 Ã 2 Ã 9 Ã 6 Ã 3) scenarios were evaluated. For each of the 3,240 scenarios, 20,000 sets of 30 T and 30 R CI profiles were simulated and the average of the MmCSRS across the 20,000 sets was recorded. The scenarios were then grouped according to their inter-stage correlation structure, the shape of the R profiles (i.e., M1-10), and the difference in mean deposition between T and R CI profiles. For the 1,080 scenarios for which T and R CI profiles had the same variability, the averages of the MmCSRS were then regressed against the respective squared inverse of the CV (SqInCV) separately for each of the groups (see above) to relate the change in MmCSRS to the variability of the R product. Subsequently, the estimated slopes and intercepts of the this regression analysis were numerically compared with the normalized squared difference (NSD; Eq. 4) between T and R CI profiles to explore the influence of the inter-site correlation structure, the different shape of the CI profiles, and the difference in mean deposition on the MmCSRS.
RESULTS

Evaluation of the Behavior of the MmCSRS When T and R CI Profiles Differ from Each Other on a Single Site
Single Site Mean Difference-T and R CI Profiles with Identical Variability
The behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differed from each other in their mean deposition on only a single site while both T and R CI profiles had the same variability is displayed in Fig. 3 for all of 209 scenarios under consideration.
Linear regression of the averages of the 20,000 MmCSRS against the NSDRS (Eq. 3), as a measure of differences between two CI profiles after normalization (see "Introduction"), displayed a perfect linear relationship (coefficient of determination (R 2 )>0.999) between the MmCSRS and the NSDRS (Fig. 4) . This relationship was expected from the computational form of the mCSRS given that the mCSRS is applied to normalized CI profiles. A more detailed explanation of this relationship is given in the "Discussion."
Single Site Mean Difference-T and R CI Profiles with Different Variability
The behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differed from each other in their mean deposition on a single site by 30% and had a different variability on all sites is shown in Fig. 5 . The results for a 10% difference in mean deposition between T and R CI profiles are provided as Entries for the reference (R) and test (T) products are the site depositions in micrograms supplemental material (Fig. S2) . For all scenarios, the MmCSRS increased as the T/R variability ratio increased. However, for a constant T/R variability ratio, the MmCSRS was increased and decreased for a highly variable and less variable R product, respectively. Furthermore, a partial linear relationship 4 between the MmCSRS and the T/R variability ratio was observed for a T/R variability ratio between 1/10 and 10.
Evaluation of the Behavior of the MmCSRS When T and R CI Profiles Differ from Each Other on Multiple Deposition Sites
The behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differ from each other on multiple sites in their mean deposition and/or variability is displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 for the CI profiles M2 (no inter-site correlation) and M5 (with inter-site correlation), respectively. Plots for all ten CI profiles M1-10 (with and without inter-site correlation), which show similar behavior, are provided as supplemental material (Figs. S3-S20 ).
For the scenarios where T and R CI profiles had the same variability, linear regression of the average of the 20,000 MmCSRSs against the SqInCV separately for each group (grouping was based upon the inter-site correlation structure, the shape of the R profiles (i.e., M1-10), and the difference between T and R CI profiles; see above) yielded a perfect linear relationship (R 2 >0.999) ( Table II) . The estimated slope and intercept parameters from the simple linear regression analysis are given in Table II . All estimated intercept parameters were between 0.8 and 1.3 and negatively correlated with the NSD (Table II; Fig. 8 , top-left panel; Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r)0−0.566). Furthermore, the estimated intercept parameters seem to be independent of the inter-site correlation structure ( 
DISCUSSION
In a previous publication (2), we introduced the MmCSRS and characterized its behavior when T and R profiles did not differ from each other. Under these conditions, the MmCSRS was found to be one, regardless of the shape and the number of deposition sites of the CI profiles. This behavior was promising and indicated that the MmCSRS is a robust metric for APSD equivalence testing and potentially useful for determining whether T and R CI profiles are equivalent.
As a next step, it was of interest to characterize the behavior of the MmCSRS (e.g., the expected increase of the MmCSRS) under conditions where T and R CI profiles are not identical. This paper evaluated the behavior of the 4 Further evaluation of the behavior of the MmCSRS for larger T/R variance ratios than 10 was performed and showed that the MmCSRS increased disproportionally with increasing T/R variance ratio. Specifically, the MmCSRS seemed to approach a certain maximum. However, since cases for which the variability of the T CI profile are more than 10 fold larger than that of the R CI profile are very unrealistic and, thus, were not considered in this article. Fig. 4 . Analysis of behavior of MmCSRS for single site difference between T and R CI profiles with identical variability. Simple linear regression of average of MmCSRS (n020,000) vs. NSDRS (Eq. 3) was used for quantification of the difference between T and R CI profiles after normalization. RSQ coefficient of determination Fig. 3 . Analysis of the behavior of the MmCSRS. T and R CI profiles differed from each other on a single stage in their mean deposition by a certain percentage (x-axis). T and R CI profiles had identical covariance matrices. The effect of single site difference was evaluated on all 11 sites of the CI profile that is displayed in Fig. 1 ; right panel is a magnification of the left panel
MmCSRS under such conditions using a systematic approach of increasing complexity. First, simulations evaluated the behavior of MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differed only on a single site, while the variability was identical; followed by simulations that also allowed differences in variability between T and R products. Subsequently, T and R CI profiles differed on multiple deposition sites from each other. However, the overall deposited mass on all sites under consideration was maintained constant (see above), as this would be the prerequisite for a T product before performing an APSD equivalence test based upon the MmCSRS. Such a prerequisite will be further discussed in a forthcoming article (part III). Maintaining mass balance between T and R CI profiles was not possible for single site difference (see above).
For the multiple-site differences scenarios, T and R CI profiles either had the same or a different variability. Knowing the behavior of MmCSRS under such conditions was important, especially when the variability of the R product would affect MmCSRS. Under such conditions, a reference variance scaling approach might have to be employed for establishing critical values for determining APSD equivalence of the T to R OIDP.
Single Site Mean Differences
In this part of the study, a total number of 11 deposition sites (8 of which may be thought to be more relevant for pulmonary deposition, e.g., definition of ISM for Andersen CI) were incorporated to study the behavior of the MmCSRS over wider range of sites with a distinct difference in drug deposition across the investigated sites (deposition on non ISM sites (e.g., pre-separator) is generally higher). When T and R CI profiles differed from each other in their mean deposition on a single site, while variability associated with both profiles was identical, the MmCSRS increased as the difference between T and R CI profiles increased (Fig. 3) . This was true for all sites, independent on what site showed the difference. However, this increase was not symmetric around 1 as, for example, a 70% increase or a 70% decrease in a specific site deposition resulted in different MmCSRS values.
The extent of change in MmCSRS was also dependent on how much drug was deposited on a given site (Fig. 3) . As an example, a difference in mean deposition of 50% between T and R CI profiles would result in an MmCSRS of more than 15 for the high deposition site 1, compared with an MmCSRS of 1 if T and R were identical (Fig. 3) . If a 50% difference is observed for one of the low deposition stages (e.g., site 11 in Fig. 3 ), MmCSRS hardly changes at all (very close to 1).
Thus, the increase in MmCSRS is more pronounced when sites are involved that capture a larger amount of drug while changes on low deposition affect the MmCSRS less. This behavior, suggested from Fig. 3 , is more quantitatively expressed in Fig. 4 , which depicts a linear relationship between the MmCSRS and the NSDRS (Eq. 3, a measure for differences in mean deposition between two CI profiles after normalization). This behavior is expected from Eq. 1 and was similarly observed for the originally proposed CSRS (5). It is generally believed that such a behavior is desirable for APSD equivalence testing as the smaller effect of low deposition sites (often related to non-product factors, such as challenges of the analytical procedure to quantify potential differences in the ng range) on the overall MmCSRS are expected to be much less relevant for BE of the T and R OIDPs. Contrary to univariate approaches such as the mCSRS, procedures employing a site by site analysis of cascade impactor data using standard BE test methodology for a given stage (e.g., proposed by EMA (9,10)) do not possess this characteristic as they will even fail different batches of the same R OIDP, in part, due to the high variability (in terms of CV%) associated with the low deposition sites. Furthermore, such methods face statistical challenges because of necessity of perform multiple comparisons. Overall, an equivalence test based upon the MmCSRS might have the potential to be more robust, as above factors have a smaller effect on MmCSRS (differences of low deposition stages) or are not applicable (challenges because of multiple comparisons).
To further evaluate the behavior of the MmCSRS, differences in the mean deposition between the T and R CI profiles were still limited to one site. However, T and R CI profiles were also allowed to differ in their variability. Therefore, the variability was modulated on all deposition sites, which was believed as being more realistic than changing the variability of a single site only. As expected from the simulations where T and R CI profiles had the same variability (Fig. 3) , the MmCSRS increased with increasing difference in mean deposition (compare Fig. 5 for 30% difference with those observed for a 10% difference in the Fig. 5 . Analysis of the behavior of the MmCSRS (y-axis, average of 20,000 replicates) when T and R CI profiles differed from each other in their mean deposition on a single site by 30% and in their variability on all sites by a factor of 0.1 through 10 (x-axis); site 1, high-deposition site; site 3, low-deposition site; site 7, mediumdeposition site; site 11, very low-deposition site; circles, highly variable R product (variances increased by a factor of 5 compared with Table  S1 ); triangles, normally variable R product (variances identical to Table S1 ); plus sign, less variable R product (variances decreased by a factor of 5 compared with Table S1) supplemental material Fig. S2 for the same deposition site). More importantly, MmCSRS was also sensitive to changes in the variability of the T product, as a higher T variability (i.e., an increased T/R ratio) resulted in an increase in MmCSRS (Fig. 5) . This increase was almost linear and seen for all deposition sites under consideration (site 1, 3, 7, and 11; see Fig. 1 for shape of CI profile) (Fig. 5) . These observed behaviors were expected from the computational form of the mCSRS (Eq. 1), as the value of the cumulative numerator expression is driven by the overall difference in mean T and R deposition (the larger this difference, the larger the expression,
the larger the MmCSRS; Fig. 3 ). This expression is also affected by the degree of T variability (the larger T variability, the larger the numerator expression,
the larger the MmCSRS). For both cases, the denominator is not affected. Even though only differences between T and R CI profiles of 10% and 30% were evaluated, it seems reasonable to extrapolate these results to any difference between T and R CI profiles that is relevant in the context of equivalence testing. Overall, the fact that MmCSRS increases with increasing T/R variability ratio is desired as it penalizes and rewards the T product for having an increased and decreased variability, respectively. Figure 5 also indicates that MmCSRS depends on the variability of the R product (not only on the T/R ratio), as MmCSRS for a constant T/R ratio differs depending on whether the R product shows "high," "normal," or "low" variability (Fig. 5) . Whereas in previous simulations (differences in mean deposition and differences in T variability), MmCSRS behavior was driven by differences in the numerator, Eq. 1 readily suggests that the sensitivity of MmCSRS to differences in R variability is driven solely by the denominator expression,
This cumulative denominator expression is only capturing variability of in the R product (per definition there cannot be a difference in mean deposition between R products). The cumulative denominator term will increase with increasing R Fig. 6 . Behavior of the MmCSRS (displayed as average of the 20,000 samples (y-axis)) when T and R CI profiles differ from each other on multiple sites in their mean deposition and variability for CI profile M2 (Fig. 2) without inter-site correlation; x-axis, variability of the R CI profiles (displayed as the squared inverse of the coefficient of variation (CV%)), T and R CI profiles differed from each other by ±5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, or 30% on all deposition sites such that the cumulative total mass of all deposition sites was identical; circles, T and R CI profiles had the same variability on all deposition sites; triangles, the variability on the sites of T CI profiles was half of that of the R CI profiles; plus sign, the variability on the sites of T CI profiles was twice as large as that of the R CI profiles variability and as consequence the MmCSRS will decrease. Reduced R variability will result in an increase in MmCSRS.
Hence, the observed increase in MmCSRS with decreasing variability of the R product while the difference between T and R CI profiles and the T/R variability ratio were kept constant is a consequence of the computational form of the mCSRS. The implications of this behavior for equivalence testing of CI profiles are discussed below.
Multiple Site Mean Differences
The analysis of the effect of differences between T and R CI profiles on multiple sites on the MmCSRS was restricted to eight sites because of the following reasons. The eight sites could possibly represent the sites that are comprised in the definition of the ISM of an Andersen CI (4). A CI profile comparison test for establishing equivalence between T and R OIDPs would most likely be applied to those sites only since differences on non-ISM sites, which the MmCSRS would be sensitive to, are not very relevant for lung deposition, and could be detected by other means, for example, by testing the equivalence of the single actuation content and ISM before a MmCSRS based profile comparison test is applied. In addition, we showed in the previous publication, that the MmCSRS behavior was not dependent on the number of stages included in the analysis of identical T and R profiles (2).
We assumed within these simulations that the deposited mass on the eight deposition sites (ISM sites) was constant, a likely pre-condition asked for within future APSD tests. It should be emphasized that only such conditions, insured through preliminary statistical tests, would allow truly testing for differences between two CI profiles in mean deposition and/or variance of sites that are considered more relevant for lung deposition.
The effects of multiple site differences on the behavior of the MmCSRS under these conditions were assessed for a variety of CI profiles (M1-10; Fig. 1 ) by changing mean deposition and variability without changing total cumulative deposition (i.e., T and R CI profiles had an identical total deposition on all eight sites; see above), as shown for two scenarios in Table I .
As expected, the MmCSRS increased with increasing differences in mean deposition (Figs. 6 and 7 , comparison of MmCSRS for a constant CV% across panels). This confirmed the results obtained for single site mean differences between two CI profiles (see above) but without the influence of differences in cumulative deposition. Similarly, it could be seen from these simulations that for a given difference in mean deposition the MmCSRS increases again with increasing variability of the T product (see above). These relationships were not surprising, but validated the expected behavior of the MmCSRS.
In these simulations, we included situations that incorporated an inter-site correlation (the characteristic of one site affecting the behavior of another site), as this behavior cannot Fig. 7 . Behavior of the MmCSRS (displayed as average of the 20,000 samples (y-axis)) when T and R CI profiles differ from each other on multiple sites in their mean deposition and variability for CI profile M5 (Fig. 2) with inter-site correlation; x-axis, variability of the R CI profiles (displayed as the squared inverse of the coefficient of variation (CV%)), T and R CI profiles differed from each other by ±5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, or 30% on all deposition sites such that the cumulative total mass of all deposition sites was identical; circles, T and R CI profiles had the same variability on all deposition sites; triangles, the variability on the sites of T CI profiles was half of that of the R CI profiles; plus sign, the variability on the sites of T CI profiles was twice as large as that of the R CI profiles Table II M1-10 (Fig. 2) The averages of the MmCSRS were regressed against the squared inverse of the coefficient of variation of the R product separately for each of the groups (defined by the CI profile M1-10 and the difference in mean deposition between T and R CI profiles) P profile, Diff percentage difference between test and reference CI profile on all stages, R 2 coefficient of determination, β 0 estimated intercept parameter, β 1 estimated slope parameter, NSD normalized squared difference between test and reference CI profiles be excluded from "real" cascade impactor studies, and the behavior of the MmCSRS under those conditions warranted further evaluations. For any of the CI profiles M1-10 and regardless of the inter-site correlation structure, the MmCSRS increased as the variability (in terms of CV) of the R CI profiles decreased even for the situation where the T/R variability ratio was kept constant (Figs. 6 and 7 ). This behavior of the MmCSRS for multiple site differences is similar to that for single site changes where the MmCSRS was increased for less variable R products in spite of a constant T/ R variability ratio and was explained above. However, this dependency of the MmCSRS on the variability of the R product for a constant T/R variability ratio and a constant difference in mean deposition between T and R CI profiles, even for the situation where the cumulative deposited drug amount was constant, have the following significant implication. A rigid cut-off value for an APSD equivalence test based upon a fixed MmCSRS is not feasible, and needs to be scaled by the variability of the R CI profile, in order to be able to consistently discriminate equivalent and inequivalent CI profiles (i.e., a certain difference (e.g., 20%) between T and R CI profiles on all of the deposition sites under consideration yields a different MmCSRS dependent on the variability of the R product).
The relationship between MmCSRS and variability of the R product could be identified as straight line when plotting the MmCSRS against the SqInCV when T and R CI profiles had the same variability or the T product was less variable (Figs. 6 and  7) . However, this linear relationship could not be observed when the T product was more variable and the variability of both products became high (Figs. 6 and 7) .
Since for construction of a APSD equivalence test the understanding of the behavior of the MmCSRS where T and R CI profiles have the same variability is considered as most important, simple linear regression of the average of the 20,000 MmCSRSs against SqInCV separately for each CI Fig. 8 . Analysis of effect of differences between T and R CI profiles in mean deposition and/or variability on multiple sites for the scenarios where T and R CI profile had the same variability; top-left panel, estimated intercepts from simple linear regression of MmCSRS against SqInCV on all deposition sites (y-axis) plotted against the NSD (Eq. 4) between T and R CI profiles (x-axis); top-right panel, estimated slopes from simple linear regression of MmCSRS against SqInCV on all deposition sites (y-axis) plotted against the NSD between T and R CI profiles (x-axis); bottom-left panel, estimated intercepts from simple linear regression of MmCSRS against SqInCV on all deposition sites for scenarios without intersite correlation (y-axis) plotted against estimated intercepts from simple linear regression of MmCSRS against SqInCV on all deposition sites for scenarios with inter-site correlation (x-axis); bottom-right panel, estimated slopes from simple linear regression of MmCSRS against SqInCV on all deposition sites for scenarios without inter-site correlation (y-axis) plotted against estimated slopes from simple linear regression of MmCSRS against SqInCV on all deposition sites for scenarios with inter-site correlation (x-axis); r, correlation coefficient; ß 0 , intercept; ß 1 , slope; RSQ, coefficient of determination profile M1-10 and each difference between T and R CI profile in their mean depositions was performed only for those scenarios and yielded a perfect linear relationship (R 2 > 0.999) ( Table II) .
The estimated intercept parameters seemed to be independent of the inter-stage correlation structure and were close to one regardless of the NSD (Eq. 4, a measure for the difference between T and R CI profiles in mean deposition) and the shape of the CI profiles (i.e., M1-10) (Table II; Fig. 8 , top-left and bottom-left panels). The estimated slope parameters increased as the NSD increased and were highly correlated (R 2 00.89) (Fig. 8, top-right panel) . Therefore, the estimated slope parameters represent a good measure for quantification of the differences between T and R CI profiles in their mean site depositions.
Moreover, after scaling the slope parameters on their respective NSD, the scaled metrics (slope/NSD) were similar within a certain CI profile (Table II) . On the other hand, there were still some differences in the scaled metrics between the ten CI profiles M1-10 (Table II) . These differences in the scaled metrics are a consequence of the fact that a certain difference in mean deposition does not result in the same NSD for different profiles (e.g., a 30% difference in mean deposition yielded an NSD of 112.5 and 153 for the CI profiles M1 and M10, respectively; Table II ) and result in a larger weighting of sites with an increased depositions. The positive implications of this characteristic for APSD equivalence testing were discussed above.
In spite of being highly correlated (R 2 00.97), the estimated slope parameters were smaller for the cases without any inter-site correlation compared with those with inter-site correlation (Table II; Fig. 8, bottom-left panel) . Specifically, for a specific SqInCV of the R CI profile, the MmCSRS was decreased in average by −8.76+0.86*SqInCV for the zero inter-site correlation case compared to that with inter-site correlation. The implications and practical relevance of this for APSD equivalence testing need to be further evaluated by simulation studies.
In summary, for multiple site differences, the observed differences in MmCSRS were dependent on the difference in mean deposition between T and R CI profiles, the T/R variability ratio, the variability of the R product, and the interstage correlation structure. For the 1,080 scenarios where T and R CI profiles had the same variability, the differences in MmCSRS is a function of the NSD (as a measure for difference in mean deposition) and the SqInCV (as a measure of the variability of the R product) of the R CI profile. Since the value of the MmCSRS is perfectly correlated with the SqInCVof the R CI profile for any of the ten CI profiles M1-10, the SqInCV of the R CI profiles appears to be a good choice as a metric for reference variance scaling. A more detailed analysis of the reference variance scaling approach will be given in a forthcoming article (part III).
It should be noted that all CI profiles were constructed such that the CV was the same on all deposition sites. However, the assumption of identical CVs on all deposition sites is not expected for real CI profiles. In fact, the variability (expressed as CV) is expected to be increased on low deposition sites compared with that for high deposition sites. However, setting the CVs to be equal on all eight deposition sites was necessary for being able to systematically evaluate and understand the behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R CI profiles differ from each other on multiple deposition sites while maintaining a manageable level of complexity. The behavior of MmCSRS in situations where the CI profiles have an increased variability on low deposition sites warrants further analysis. Furthermore, simulation analysis is required to evaluate which metric is the best measure for the variability when the CI profiles have different CVs on the deposition sites. These will be addressed in the forthcoming article (part III).
All results are based upon the assumption that a sample of 30 T and R CI profiles is obtained, which is in accordance with the June 1999 Draft Guidance for Industry: Bioavailability and Bioequivalence Studies for Nasal Aerosols and Nasal Sprays for Local Action (3). It should be noted that the behavior of the MmCSRS has not been studied when a different sample size is obtained. However, since the expected "average" behavior of the MmCSRS is studied in this article, it is not expected that a different sample size would affect the conclusions here. The sample size will, of course, influence the width of confidence intervals for the MmCSRS and will be discussed in a forthcoming article (part III).
It should also be remarked that the application of the MmCSRS is not limited to the comparison of CI profiles and may potentially be applied to other multivariate equivalence testing problems.
CONCLUSIONS
For (a) constant difference(s) between T and R CI profiles on a single or multiple deposition sites, the MmCSRS increases as the magnitude of deposition on the site(s) on which the difference(s) occur(s) becomes larger. Thus, the MmCSRS gives a larger weight to differences on sites with increased deposition. This characteristic was considered as beneficial for APSD equivalence/profile comparison testing, as it should decrease the likelihood of failing identical products due to increased variability on low deposition sites (e.g., constructing univariate confidence intervals on each deposition site) (9, 10) . Most importantly, it was demonstrated that a cut-off (critical) value for APSD equivalence testing based on the MmCSRS needs to be scaled on variability of the R product for consistently being able to discriminate equivalent from inequivalent CI profiles.
